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JMU students seek
exemption to remain on campus
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By CONNOR MURPHY
The Breeze

Following JMU’s Sept. 1 announcement that
those living on campus would have to depart
from their residence halls by Monday, Sept.
7, students began seeking exemptions to stay
on campus despite the university’s movement
toward “primarily online instruction” until at
least Oct. 5.
Caitlyn Read, director of communications
and university spokesperson, said the majority
of students who applied for an exemption got
approved to remain on campus. However,
those who apply must cite a valid reason to
stay.
“They need to have a valid reason related
to health, or work, or academics, housing or
food insecurity,” Read said. “We’re not just
approving people because they want to stay.”
JMU received 3,172 requests to stay on
campus and is currently housing 2,720
residents. Read said the disparity between
the number of requests made and residents
currently on campus is due to a number of
those who applied changing their minds
and deciding to leave campus, despite being
approved.
The decision to send students home
received backlash both online and on campus.
A change.org petition was made, encouraging
JMU to allow students to stay on campus
until the spike in cases was managed. As of
Sept. 9, the petition has reached over 10,000
signatures.
“We the undersigned, do respectfully
petition JMU to allow on-campus students
to remain in residence halls and learn online
until JMU manages its current outbreak,”
the petition said. “If JMU truly has a plan for
student success, it will manage on-campus
student health as a component of that success.”
Despite JMU’s efforts, Monya Biro, a
freshman kinesiology major, said some JMU
students may be taking advantage of the
exemption system.
“I haven’t heard of anybody getting denied,”
Biro said. “I have heard a lot from other
people, like people making up reasons to stay
so that they can hang out on campus and like,
party with their friends and do whatever.”
Biro said the process of receiving an
exemption was simple. She said she was asked
how long she wanted to remain on campus
and to explain her reason for not wanting to
leave. She said she received an email saying
she was approved the following day.
Read said that a number of factors went
into the decision to allow students to apply
to remain at JMU. She also said JMU is taking
steps to ensure that students who may have
been exposed to or infected with COVID-19

To apply for an exemption, students had to fill out a survey online.
Graphic by Connor Murphy / The Breeze

have the chance to complete their quarantine public. She said she didn’t want her parents to
potentially take the virus to work if she were
or isolation period prior to leaving campus.
“First and foremost is that we aren’t sending mandated to return home.
“My dad’s an
sick students home,”
electrician
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Read said. “So the
my mom is a
students need to
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be able to stay. If
said. “So given that
there are students
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who are isolating
germs can be spread
or quarantining on
easily, I thought the
campus, those folks
likelihood of having
need an avenue to
[COVID-19] was, at
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the end of the day,
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pretty high. And I
Read also said the
didn’t want to risk
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giving that to my
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to
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9, according to The
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to,” Read said. “JMU
Caitlyn Read
dashboard. Despite
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director
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communications
and the apparent
they’ve ever had.
dwindling capacity
And so we’re not
of the university to isolate students, Read said
going to turn those students away.”
Abby Joyce, a freshman political science JMU isn’t concerned about how it’ll handle its
major, said she decided to seek an exemption sick students.
Read explained that once a student
because her parents both work with the

“There may also be
situations where students
don’t have a home to go
home to. JMU may be the
most secure access to food
and housing they’ve ever
had. And we’re not going to
turn those students away.”

finishes their stay in quarantine or isolation,
the space is then made available once again
for another individual to occupy. Read also
said that the university has a “new option”
to isolate students now that campus will be
depopulated.
“As other students leave, that gives us a
new option,” Read said. “So, maybe a student
who needs to quarantine — now that their
roommate has left — they may be able to
do that in place. We may not have to worry
about moving them out somewhere else. And
so as students are rapidly depopulating …
that actually means that we have a lot more
flexibility in how we house quarantine and
isolate students.”
Those living on campus face a higher
degree of uncertainty than the rest of the JMU
community, as their housing will be impacted
by the university’s updated decision regarding
online instruction in four weeks. Those who
were approved for exemption may be able to
remain on campus for as long as four weeks,
but not all students are optimistic that much
will change before the month is up.
“I predict that at four weeks, like, they’re going
to be sending us home,” Biro said. “I don’t really
have much hope that things are going to improve
a lot. I think they’re just kind of saying the four
weeks so that people don’t, like, withdraw or
whatever, just to, like, hold on to their money.’’
CONTACT Connor Murphy at breezenews@
gmail.com. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk on
Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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MOVES TO ‘TELE-MENTAL HEALTH’
@thebreezenews

IN LIGHT OF COVID-19

It’s a very complicated
process to take what
you used to do in person
and put it all into a telemental health model.
David Onestak

”

By JAKE CONLEY
The Breeze

exception of circumstances in which an
individual student’s needs might require
an accommodation (e.g., significant levels
of risk), the CC will be exclusively providing
services via telehealth after initial intake.”
Onestak said that while the decision
is multifaceted, a main component of
deciding who requires in-person counseling
is an assessment of risk the individual poses
to themselves or others. The risk assessment
itself is one of the few things that “is going to
remain pretty consistent” in the Counseling
Center, Onestak said, and now, it informs
clinicians on the ways they’ll meet with
their clients.
“There’s going to always be an assessment
of risk that a student might pose to
themselves or someone else,” Onestak said.
“And so then, we’re getting into the clinical
judgement of, you know, these licensed
professionals who are saying, ‘Given this
particular context and given this person’s
context and given the risk variables that we
see present, then we might make a decision
to have them come in.”
see DIAL IN, page 7
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their first appointment, that is extremely
challenging,” Onestak said. “From a
technical standpoint, it’s just getting all
these forms signed and all the rhythms of
this. Like, it was taking hours for that whole
process to take place over the summer.”
Additionally, group counseling presents
its own set of challenges, Onestak said, as
having multiple people in a small, enclosed
room is impossible right now. Onestak said
the Center will be using an encrypted form
of the Zoom teleconferencing software for
group sessions, but other than that shift to
a remote call from wherever the students
and clinician are located, the process will
remain largely the same. He said groups will
be formed by clinicians based on the needs
presented, and the clinicians will continue
to work through the constant process of
getting students placed into groups that’ll
be beneficial for them.
A large-scale shift to tele-mental health
also brings up the question of who still
qualifies for in-person counseling services.
The JMU Fall 2020 Return to Campus plan
states the following:
“As a result of COVID-19, with the

breezejmu.org

With the impact of COVID-19 on JMU
has come a scarcity of operational changes,
including to the Counseling Center. For the
Center, that’s meant continuing a transition
begun in the spring semester — a shift from
in-person services to a telehealth model.
The JMU “Fall 2020 Return to Campus
Plan” states the following about new
procedures being implemented in the
Counseling Center:
“JMU’s Counseling Center is committed
to prioritizing rapid access to mental health
services and [meeting] the growing mental
health needs of students. As a result of
COVID-19 … the CC will be exclusively
providing services via telehealth after initial
intake.”
According to the document, while initial
intake appointments will still happen
in person at the Counseling Center,
subsequent appointments will be held via
a “telehealth modality,” with room left for
possible necessary exceptions. But while
a plan has been mostly finalized and put

into place, David Onestak, director of the
Counseling Center, said the transition to
what he called “tele-mental health” was a
process akin to “playing chess at a pretty
high level.”
“It’s a very complicated process to take
what you used to do in person and put it all
into a tele-mental health model,” Onestak
said. “You’re going to struggle with certain
aspects of it, and you learn things as you
go along, but overall, I think people have
adjusted really well to it.”
The transition brought several technical
challenges, Onestak said — one of the
reasons students will still have initial intake
appointments in person. Onestak said that
in the summer, there were less people
requesting services, so the Center could
afford to take a little longer on the new telemental health processes development, but
now, with the increased demand, “We can’t
have things taking twice as long as they
could be.”
“In order to do things exclusively through
tele-mental health, meaning that the
student never comes into the Counseling
Center at all, you know, particularly for

BreezeVideo

In-person counseling will be available for those who pose a risk to themselves or others. Rebecca Gvozden | The Breeze
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University Couseling Center
changes to accommodate for COVID-19
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Onestak said the tele-mental health model seems to be the safest option for students during the pandemic. Mary Pollard | The Breeze

of the service, feel it’s been beneficial to
them,” Onestak said. “I think especially
for students … who may not have access to
financial needs or family support, I’ve heard
stories of those students being particularly
appreciative of the ability for us to continue
to provide the service.”
Onestak said that overall, though many
of his clinicians and the students they
serve would prefer to be working within a
counseling model that allows for face-toface interaction, right now, the best option
is the one that’s best suited to the public
health schema, and it’s “broadened [the
Center’s] scope of some people that [it]
could serve.”
“I think we would all prefer to still have
the in-person experience with students,
and I would imagine that the majority of our
students would feel the same way,” Onestak
said. “But, you know, in furtherance of
their safety and the safety of our staff, the
tele-mental health model seems to be in
everyone’s best interest right now.”

CONTACT Jake Conley, investigations
editor, at breezeinvestigations@gmail.com.
For more coverage of JMU and Harrisonburg
news, follow the news desk on Twitter
@BreezeNewsJMU
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many of whom have had to quickly adjust to
a new way of fulfilling their roles — who are
also working through developing a new way
of life during the pandemic.
Katie Weaver, a senior anthropology
major, has been through the Counseling
Center before, and she said she “wouldn’t be
surprised” if the Center’s staff were feeling
overworked in the current climate. Onestak
commended his staff for their willingness
to adapt, but he recognized that like
others, they’re experiencing the hardships
associated with the pandemic.
“Our clinicians are not robots, you know
— they’re not,” Onestak said. “They also are
going through all the changes and all the
stresses and the anxieties that everybody
else is. And yet, you know, they kind of put
on their clinical clothes each day and kind of
bracket that off and work to serve students in
the best ways that they can.”
But even with the added pressure the
Center’s facing right now, while Onestak
said that the Center hasn’t yet received its
yearly client evaluations, he said that from
what he’s seen, students have assimilated
well to the new process. However, he said,
a true evaluation of effectiveness won’t be
possible until later.
“The narrative that I’m hearing is that
students have been very, very appreciative

breezejmu.org

That assessment, Onestak said, measures
factors such as past attempts at suicide,
suicidal ideations and “judgements about
a person’s sense of hopefulness,” along
with “types of biases and experiences of
prejudice” and several new items exclusively
based around COVID-19. That process, he
said, gives the clinicians the information
they need to make the best decisions for the
students they’re serving.
“I think we arrive at good decisions about
the levels of risk that students pose,” Onestak
said. “There’s no guarantee in this area. It’s
still a judgement, it’s still an art, but I think
we collect the types of data that allows us to
make the best decisions possible.”
Onestak also recognized that the Center
may face an increased need for counseling
services among JMU’s student body, even
as the Center works through a mass shift
to an online format. Onestak said that the
Counseling Center formed a working group
to study the impact of the U.S. response
to the pandemic on mental health, which
found negative results and that “citizen
mental health has significantly worsened.”
“It seems increasingly likely that, you
know, the anxiety and fear associated with
[COVID-19] and all the isolation and, you
know, the various aspects of the experience

of lockdowns and all the restrictions have
had a significant mental health impact,”
Onestak said. “We want to be able to have
the barriers as low as they possibly can so
that students will find our services in a time
where, you know … ‘Everything I’m used to,
it’s been kind of disrupted.’”
Everyone’s trying to adjust to a new
normal, Onestak said, and he said that for
many students, that can mean an entirely
new way of going about deeply ingrained
routines and other long-term mental
mainstays.
“I think students are just trying to
grapple with, ‘How do I make it through
the day now? What does my day look like?
… Nothing feels quite right,’” Onestak said.
“I wonder … whether that’s going to be a
cumulative impact that maybe not right now
a student is going to be coming in because
they’re just trying to cope with what’s going
on, like, right in front of them, but over time,
that’s going to wear people down, and the
seeking of service might peak a little later in
the semester.”
Onestak said that so far, what he’s heard
from his clinicians is that “it’s the same
things that typically tended to bring students
into the Counseling Center, but [COVID19’s] making everything worse.”
Onestak also noted that behind the
operations of the Center are its clinicians —

BreezeVideo
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D-Hall has extended its hours to all-day service to prevent crowds in dining halls. Breeze file photo

Stuffed
JMU students
experience crowded
dining halls on campus
By KAMRYN KOCH
The Breeze

Students are accustomed to gathering in
E-Hall with groups of friends or lingering
between classes at D-Hall to catch up on work
while grabbing a quick bite. However, dining
halls are looking a bit different this semester.
In an email, JMU Deputy Spokesperson &
Assistant Director of Media Relations MaryHope Vass said the university has put in
place several health and safety strategies in
its dining halls to help minimize the spread
of COVID-19. Some of these measures
include removing self-serve options,
allowing for contactless mobile payment
and providing hand washing stations and
additional hand sanitizer dispensers for
guests and employees.
Sophomore nursing major Audrey
Overton said she’s noticed limited seating
and floor decals that’ve been added to
help students adhere to social distancing
protocols. Because she lives at the Grace
Street Apartments and has a 14-punch meal
plan, she said she tries to eat on campus
twice a day. However, Overton said she
doesn’t feel comfortable taking her mask off
to eat in dining halls, so she usually will take
her food outside or back to her apartment.
“I know it’s really hard, with such a
big volume of people, to regulate where
people should be and enforcing social
distancing,” Overton said. “But I think they
underestimated greatly how many students
were going to be in a dining hall at one time.”
D-Hall has extended its hours to all-day
service instead of having breaks between
meal periods, Vass said in an email, which
allows crowds to space out more evenly
throughout the day. However, Overton said
the lunch and dinner rushes still make it
difficult for those waiting for food to socially
distance.
“It kind of freaks me out,” Overton said.
“It still makes me kind of nervous to be in
downstairs D-Hall at, like, 6:30 p.m. when

everybody else is there.”
Dining hall employees have also
experienced changes. The JMU Dining
Services website says necessary personal
protective equipment has been provided
and employees are expected to wash
their hands every 20 minutes. Sophomore
international business major Julia Scott has
worked in dining services for a year, and
she said besides having to wear masks, not
much feels different. She said she and her
co-workers are used to the rigorous cleaning
rules because they work with food, and the
biggest change is being more mindful about
changing gloves.
“I definitely do feel safe,” Scott said.
“Knowing that my co-workers want to be
as safe as I am definitely makes me feel a lot
better.”
Scott said she works at Freshens around
8 hours per week. The masks and barriers
between her and customers can make it
difficult to hear their orders, she said, but
customers are usually very patient. Scott
said she’s unsure if Freshens will close if
they don’t get enough business as students
head home, but she said she’ll work in
dining services for as long as she’s able.
“Right now I’m very thankful that where
I work is still open so that I’m not having to
worry about finding another job,” Scott said.
“They’re flexible with my hours and patient
with me as a student, so I really appreciate
that.”
Vass said updates from the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention and the
Virginia Department of Health will be closely
monitored as the semester continues.
“As we continue to adapt to this everchanging situation, we remain committed
to the well-being of our guests and team
members,” Vass said in an email.
CONTACT Kamryn Koch at kochkr@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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CONTACT Gracie Brogowski at
brogowsx@dukes.jmu.edu. For more
coverage of JMU and Harrisonburg
news, follow the news desk on Twitter
@BreezeNewsJMU.
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PURCHASING FOOD AND DRINKS
The concession stand is always
open. While one can buy food and
drinks as they were able to before

REGAL CINEMAS APP
Regal Cinemas already had an
app in place for frequent customers
to use to preorder tickets, look up
showtimes and earn points for
rewards such as free popcorn and
drinks. Although the physical ticket
booth and snack bars are open, the
theater is encouraging those using
the app to buy tickets and order food,
which is a new feature.
While there are still rules and
regulations for customer safety, some
moviegoers may be excited to watch a
movie outside of their home.
“I’m just excited to be back in an
environment where I can just relax and
enjoy a movie and do something with
friends,” Statzer said.

BreezeVideo

ENTERING AND EXITING THE BUILDING
Like other public facilities, people
must wear a mask upon entering
the building. Customers are asked
to leave if they aren’t wearing a
mask inside. The customers must
wear masks the whole time they’re
at the theater except when eating or
drinking during the movie. According
to Regal’s official website, guests are
asked to go to their specific theater as
soon as possible and leave right as the
movie ends. The website also stated
that the arcade, water fountains and
vending machines can’t be used.
“I thought to myself, ‘How are they
going to man that? How are they
going to be doing that?’ and I saw that
they’re actually going to have people
coming in and checking and making
sure people are wearing their mask,”
JMU (’17) alumna and Harrisonburg
resident Kori Mayhugh said. “And if
they’re not wearing a mask, they will
be asked to leave.”

The Breeze

PHASE 3 PROTOCOLS
Since Regal Cinemas is an
entertainment facility, it must
follow state regulations required
for all movie theaters, restaurants
and recreation centers. To enter the
theaters, customers can’t have a fever
or show any COVID-19 symptoms,
social distancing is enforced at all
times and employees have to disinfect
shared objects between each usage.

IN THE THEATER
Once moviegoers get to their seats,
they must wear a mask throughout
the movie except for when eating and
drinking. Regal will have employees in
the theater to make sure guests follow
this rule, according to its website.
There are two empty seats between
groups with seat reservations. Groups
with no reservations will be asked to
follow the same seating pattern. The
capacity for each theater has been cut
to 50% of allowed guests. Also, chairs
are sprayed with disinfecting spray in
between showings.
“I do think it’s a good idea to be
half capacity so people aren’t just
sitting on top of each other and kind
of spacing everything else,” Mayhugh
said. “It makes me feel safer when
I’m going and sitting in a place for an
extended period of time.”

@BreezeNewsJMU

After months of being closed,
Gov. Ralph Northam (D) approved
Virginia to move into Phase 3 of
reopening, allowing for food stores
and entertainment centers to open,
including movie theaters. Regal
Cinemas reopened Aug. 21. However,
it now has new rules it’s enforcing as
safety precautions.
“I’m glad that we’re going to be able
to do something semi-normal again,”
JMU (’17) alumna and Harrisonburg
resident Kati Statzer said.

the pandemic, there are also new
rules. Regal’s website states the
theater will have a spot every 6 feet in
front of the cash register to indicate
where to stand for social distancing.
To continue Regal Cinemas’ social
distancing system, every other cash
register is open so that people won’t
be next to each other while ordering.

@thebreezenews

Regal cinemas embrace new
protocols during reopening
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WHY

Want to praise someone
or get something off
your chest? Darts &
Pats is the place to do
it. Submit your own at
breezejmu.org.
A “you-didn’t-evenfollow-your-own-plan”
dart to JMU senior
leadership.
From students faculty and
staff that feel leadership
spent too much time being
cautious optimists, rather
than enforcing their own
rules.
A “big-mistake” dart to
the Police Chief for getting
rid of Conley, the best officer
that JMU has ever had.
From someone speaking out
to let it be known he’ll be
missed.
A whooping “this-reallysucks” dart to the universe
in general for letting
synchronous classes exist.
From someone who likes
to get everything done at
once, rather than spaced out
throughout the day.

Thursday, September 10, 2020
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An “I-appreciate-you”
pat to my professor who
is clearly learning how to
effectively teach online and
getting better every day.
From someone who realizes
that the internet doesn’t come
easily to everyone.

Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Kamala Harris was chosen as Biden’s vice president, which could be monumental to his election. Courtesy of Tribune News Service
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Joe Biden should win thanks to his running mate choice
LIZ RICCIO | rags to riccio
As the 2020
presidential
election
is
now only a
few
months
away,
many
are beginning
to do their
research
on both the
presidential
and
vice
presidential

candidates of each party.
President Donald Trump announced
that he and sitting Vice President Mike
Pence will run together again in November
while Democratic nominee Joe Biden has
announced that Sen. Kamala Harris of
California will be his running mate.
Since Trump and Pence are already in
office, most eyes are on his competition.
Biden’s a familiar face to many, as he was
Barack Obama’s vice president from 20092017. Biden garnered a great deal of support
throughout his campaign for presidency,
crushing promising prospects like Elizabeth
Warren and Bernie Sanders in the polls.
After securing the nomination, Biden had
a huge choice to make: who would be the
best candidate to run alongside him?
Biden’s platform has to be particularly
strong for many reasons. If he wins, at 78,

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their
opinions through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no
longer than 250 words. Guest columns must be no more than 650
words.

he’ll be the oldest president to ever hold
office. According to Forbes, many already
speculate that President Trump, who’s 74,
has an array of both physical and mental
health conditions ranging from dementia to
narcissistic rage.
Biden must prove that he’s not just
another old white man with a superiority
complex. He also needs a running mate who
supports the same beliefs and policies as
him but also has a name of their own in the
political scene and could garner him support
in demographics he may not shine in on
his own. Biden vowed to pick a woman as
a running mate during the first Democratic
primary, a promise he’s stuck to.
Still, he had an all-star roster of women to
choose as his right-hand, so why is Kamala
Harris the key to his success in the 2020
election?
Harris is likely to increase Black voter
turnout, which would significantly affect
Biden’s numbers, according to The Guardian.
Historically, Democratic candidates have
won the majority of Black voters, a statistic
that’s only strengthened by having a black
woman as vice president. Biden is also
labeled a moderate in the Democratic party,
but Harris is considered more progressive
than Biden — just the right amount to attract
progressive voters while not scaring away
those who are more conservative. Harris also
has experience on a grander scale than any

of Biden’s other potential picks. She’s been
a California senator since 2017, and she’s
also the only Black woman in the Senate, a
position that’s gained her national attention
and pivotal political experience.
Harris is also known for being a strong
and poignant prosecutor, a skill which
will be vital both on the campaign trail
and in the Oval Office. If the Democratic
ticket wins, Harris will be the first woman
in office as either a vice president or a
president.
Being the first woman in office while
being the daughter of two immigrants
is a powerful transition from President
Trump and Vice President Pence. The
Biden-Harris ticket could also potentially
attract more attention from female voters,
another huge demographic.
Although to some Harris may not be the
ideal pick for Biden’s running mate, she
checks important boxes. She’ll hopefully
increase female, Black and democratic voter
turnout while remaining a public servant
and highly skilled orator and prosecutor. She
brings much to the table, including the legacy
of being a woman of color in office. These
qualities make her and Biden an attractive
option for the 2020 election.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length,
grammar and if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear.
The Breeze assumes the rights to any published work. Opinions
expressed in this page, with the exception of editorials, are not
necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via
e-mail and must include name, phone number, major/year if author
is a current student (or year of graduation), professional title (if
applicable) and place of residence if author is not a JMU student.

Liz Riccio is a sophomore psychology
and media arts and design double major.
Contact Liz at riccioem@dukes.jmu.edu.
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There seemed to be little monitoring of social distancing in Dukes. Christine Brady / The Breeze
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It’s not too late for the
university to improve its COVID-19 policies

FILIP DE MOTT | madison meditations

have bad home situations. Most students
seem concerned about refunds.
Freshman Andrew Jordan, one of the few
who came to the Quad awaiting a chance
to ventilate his frustrations, is worried
about what’s next. At home, he doesn’t
have good internet. He said, “I won’t be
able to take classes, so I potentially have to
drop out if I have to go home.”
To give some minimal credence to
JMU, a week since the announcement, an
abundance of people have been allowed
to stay. Yet, how these exemptions were
granted is questionable and hints at a
hasty transition.
There’s no easy solution. With almost
half of the university’s isolation beds in
use, the school is ill-equipped to handle
an even larger outbreak. For JMU, sending
people home may seem like a tempting
way to ease the pressure.
Yet, with this being an irresponsible
option, other steps can — and need —
to be taken: enforce strict and real social
distancing in dining halls. Don’t host

events that allow for large gatherings. Be
serious about sincerely punishing those
who party. Check the LiveSafe app.
Basically, do what the university
promised to do.
Nevertheless, as of now, JMU has
proven unable to maintain even a basic
standard to conserve the community’s
health. Unfortunately, it may fall on the
students to put pressure on the school —
a pressure it cannot ignore. With people
dying all over the world, the student body
deserves a methodical approach.
Still, when asked why no one had shown
up to the protest, Dylan Gnapey, Jordan’s
companion, cited some of his colleagues’
reaction to demonstrating: “Oh, I don’t do
confrontation, you know, I can’t do this.”
Sadly, confrontation is unavoidable,
though what’s being confronted remains to
be decided: COVID-19 or JMU’s irrational
policies.
Filip De Mott is a junior journalism and
international affairs major. Contact him
at demottfs@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Yet, whatever’s to blame — the
thoughtless eagerness of some to party
in a pandemic or the school’s semiindifference toward COVID-19 — one
thing remains clear: at this point, sending
students home is more irresponsible than
keeping them here.
To quote those crumbled signs —
coincidentally quoting Anthony Fauci —
“It’s the worst thing you can do.”
Speaking on “The Today Show,”
Fauci explained that students should
be “sequestered enough from other
students,” without going home so as to
avoid contamination beyond the campus
community.
It’s commonsensical, yet with classes
going online, the nearly 7,000 freshly
arrived JMU residents were required to
move out by Labor day unless they applied
for an exemption.
It’s not only the terribly real danger of
increasing infections. Some students may
have traveled from out of state. Some may

breezejmu.org

The
day
of
the protest to
keep
students
on campus, the
most significant
commotion on the
Quad was a casual
game of frisbee.
When the clock
on Wilson Hall
struck noon — the
event’s scheduled
start — no great horde appeared; there
wasn’t an outcry for change, no demand for
answers. Alternatively, some 15 minutes
later, two girls materialized, protest signs
in hand. Greeted by a discouraging calm,
they abandoned the scene, haphazardly
trashing their handiwork along the way.
The Sept. 2 demonstration, during
which nothing seemed to go according to
plan, was an idea meant to oppose JMU’s
coronavirus management policy which
suffered from the same problem. The plan,
surely, wasn’t to close within a week of the
school year’s start.
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Understanding one’s problems from the past can lead to
happier, more fulfilling relationships in the present
REBECCA CUTSINGER | let’s duke it out
The term “daddy
issues” is common in
pop culture to describe
a
person,
typically
a female, who has a
poor relationship with
their father and is now
an adult dealing with
the
repercussions
in their current love
lives. However, “daddy
issues” aren’t the only
relationship problems
that may have ties to the past.
It’s inevitable that as children grow up, they experience
heartbreak in some capacity, though some people end
up in repetitive cycles of toxic love much more frequently
than others. The repercussions of childhood trauma
and poorly learned emotional behavior manifests itself
in many different ways. It may seem as if romantic
relationships are present and future problems, but the
truth is that many issues with heartbreak — repetitive or
not — are rooted in the past.
The sooner young adults realize this, the sooner
they can manifest something closer to the fantasy
relationship they wish they had. Learning how to choose
people that are good for you or learning to love what you
know is good for you is more effective than falling for the
next person you’re simply attracted to. Looks fade, but
relationship styles and coping mechanisms normally
stick with a person.
The formative years are crucial to how people will
form emotional bonds as adults. Children learn through
example, and the biggest emotional impact on children
are parental relationships. This isn’t just the relationship
between the adult and the child but also how the child
experiences the way the adults in their lives interact.
Children are sponges; they truly do absorb everything
around them as a survival instinct to help them cope.
The things people learn as children can create either
healthy adult problem-solving and relationship
techniques or can cause an adult to unknowingly seek
out toxic situations to match the relationship style they
were accustomed to as a child.
The National Child Traumatic Stress Network
reports that 78% of children reported more than one
traumatic experience before the age of 5. Couple this
with the fact that the divorce rate in the U.S. is nearly
50%, and it results in the average child having some sort
of negative relationship-oriented experience. Grant
Brenner, a psychiatrist and psychoanalyst, said, “It is not
uncommon for people traumatized by key caregivers
to end up with friendships, romantic relationships,
and even work settings, which are not good
for them. They find people who fit their
traumatic identity, even when they
are trying to make different
and better choices,
leading to re-

traumatization through repetition of the past.”
There’s nothing wrong with creating standards for
dating, and emotional coping skills should be one of
them. It’s better in the end to start with someone less
broken than to try and fix them along the way. This goes
the same way for oneself. It’s easier to grow and evolve
as a person when single and focusing on oneself than
trying to grow alongside someone who might not have
the same goals in mind.
I’ve realized that so many people in college had
unhealthy home lives growing up. At the end of the
day, I’m sure most people love their parents and
can accept the way they were raised, but for others,
childhood memories aren’t all camping trips and
pancake breakfasts. No matter how perfect or imperfect
a childhood might have been, experiencing relationship
issues or a string of unhealthy relationships may be the
time to turn back the clock and examine the relationships
one experienced as a child.
The National Institutes of Health explains common
unhealthy habits adults receive from their parents. If
parents rarely displayed acts of love or kindness toward
each other, it may be difficult for one to know how
to show affection or love toward significant others.
If parents yelled and screamed during arguments
instead of having calm discussions, that’s how the child
experienced problem solving and may see that as the goto way to display unhappiness as an adult. These habits
can be hard to break and even difficult to recognize as a
behavior that was ingrained as a child.
The faster college kids get serious about dating
and ditch hookup culture, the sooner they find out
relationships are hard and take work. Everyone brings
something different to the table, and if that contribution
is trauma, it’s better to start working on that now so it
doesn’t continue to work against the relationship or any
future relationships.
Another way to examine the type of human bonds
people form as adults is to understand what kind of
attachment one had to their parents growing up. The
four attachment styles are secure, avoidant, anxious and
disorganized, according to the Evergreen Psychotherapy
Center.
Evergreen said, “Adults with these attachment styles
differ in a number of significant ways: how they perceive
and deal with closeness and emotional intimacy, ability
to communicate their emotions and needs, listen to and
understand the emotions and needs of their partners,
modes of responding to conflict, expectations about
their partner and the relationship (internal working
models).”
Daddy issues aren’t the only parental relationships
young adults should recognize. Noticing the possible
side effects of the relationships that were molded as
a child is helpful with self-improvement and current
relationship issues. No one should be ashamed of these
issues because it’s so common for children to pick up
unhealthy coping mechanisms. Everybody grows up
differently and comes from different backgrounds.
Childhood has a profound impact on who we
become and who we choose to spend our time with.
Understanding your past can be the key to your successful
love life in the future, not just for your significant other,
but also to model good emotional behavior for the
next generation.
Rebecca is a sophomore
media arts and design
major. Contact her at
cutsinrj@dukes.
jmu.edu.
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Dear partiers,
Julia Rubin / The Breeze

A letter to those who didn’t bother to think about everyone else
JULIA CHENG | contributing writer

problem isn’t limited to JMU — it’s a national
issue.
Once those living on campus are sent home,
I expect there’ll still be parties off campus.
The university is powerless in this situation,
and because they weren’t able to do anything
before, they won’t be able to take action now.
To those who’ll continue to party: I hope that
you’re satisfied putting others at risk. You may
not care about your health, but the “if I die, I
die” mentality exhibits your lack of empathy for
others. Some of us are here for an education,
not a vacation.
To those who don’t wear masks: Every day
you walk around without a mask, you’re putting
someone else at risk. With everything going on
in our country, the least you can do is save a life.
As someone who takes pride in my
university and nationality, I’ve never been
more embarrassed to call myself a Duke and an
American.
Julia Cheng is a freshman media arts and
design major. Contact Julia at chengjm@
dukes.jmu.edu.
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it’s disappointing to see upperclassmen who
had a true freshman experience disregard the
feelings of current freshmen. After missing
prom and graduation, I’m constantly lowering
my expectations of experiencing these once-ina-lifetime events.
Off-campus partiers aren’t the only problem.
For the few days I’ve been on campus, I’ve
witnessed people wearing their mask under
their nose, below their chin and even some
wearing no mask at all. Stanford scientists
said, “wearing a mask regularly can prevent
spreading at the source even when we don’t
know we are sick.” By simply wearing a mask,
lives can be saved and the amount of cases
could decrease.
Unfortunately, irresponsible mask-wearing
isn’t limited to JMU. Across the country, there’s
been anti-mask sentiment and protests. In Las
Vegas on Aug. 29, the “No Mask Nevada” rally
had “about 200 protesters,” according to the
Las Vegas Review-Journal. It’s clear that antimaskers are willingly putting others at risk
despite the scientific evidence that directly
correlates with stopping the spread. The

@TheBreezeOp

have empathy for others. However, with some
of my peers’ selfish behaviors, COVID-19 cases
have gone up to a total of 1,065 active cases, with
451 of them being self-reported, indicating that
many of those with the virus reside off campus.
In comparison to other Virginia universities,
JMU is No. 1 in COVID-19 cases as of Sept. 9.
Virginia Commonwealth University, which
started classes more than a week before us,
only has 93 active cases. Yet, after almost a week
of classes, JMU has been forced to go online
because of the amount of cases here. It’s clear
that the handling of the virus is a failure and
disappointing after receiving false hope that
JMU had a secure plan.
Anthony Fauci said sending college students
home is “the worst thing you can do” and that
“[students] could be spreading it to their home
state.” It’s nerve-wracking to hear this advice
right after JMU announced the transition to
online learning.
Despite trusting the university, I also trusted
my fellow Dukes. As a university that prides itself
on “being the change” and selecting students
that “[hone] their ability to think critically,”

@breezejmu

Dear
offcampus partiers
and those who
refuse to wear
masks:
As a freshman,
I and many
others
have
complied
to
social distancing
policies.
I
constantly
put on hand
sanitizer, wash my hands for 20 seconds and
wear a mask. I keep in mind those who are
immunocompromised and those who’ve
traveled far to live on campus. I follow these
rules and policies out of respect for other
freshmen who can’t have the quintessential
college experience.
Even before arriving at JMU, I saw photos
of large parties happening off campus, and
once arriving on campus, I’ve witnessed many
wearing their masks incorrectly.
As a Duke, I feel that it’s my responsibility to
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Tired of
compromise
Students with underlying health

conditions take extra precautions through pandemic
By SARAH CONNOR
The Breeze

Continuing on with life’s responsibilities
during a pandemic may not be easy. However,
for immunocompromised individuals, it can be
a daily struggle to maintain their health.
While immunocompetent students have to
comply with mask mandates, social distancing,
online courses and limited access to social
activities, those with a compromised immune
system have to take extra precautions and safety
measures.
A typical student’s day may start by taking
the bus to campus, but sophomore geographic
sciences major Leah Wilczynski said she prefers
to walk as much as possible. Wilczynski said her
most recent experience with public transportation
left her uneasy because of the number of people,
one of whom pulled down their mask.
“I’m not at necessarily a higher risk of getting
[COVID-19], but if I do get it, it would affect me a lot
more than a normal person,” Wilczynski, who has
chronic Costochondritis, said. Costochondritis is
an inflammation of the chest that can be worsened
by excretion, stress or other factors.
Although classes have gone online, meal
plans are still active, and students can visit
the dining halls. However, those who are
immunocompromised may feel uncomfortable
entering places with higher capacities.
“I didn’t go to the dining hall — I was too
scared,” Meghan Middleton, a junior psychology
major, said. “Even though I had a meal plan, I just
didn’t want to go.”
Middleton has Lupus, an autoimmune disease
that makes her at higher risk for infections, which
she said could lead to more severe COVID-19
symptoms.
Jake Gerl, a junior music industry major,
has Type 1 diabetes and said that both of his
doctors encouraged him to be as safe as possible
because of his condition. This includes always
wearing a mask, constantly using hand sanitizer,
taking vitamin D supplements every morning
and avoiding crowds. He said he had the same
anxieties about dining halls and had a hard time
finding somewhere to eat on campus.
“I never ate inside,” Gerl said. “I ate outside
because there was never really anywhere else to
go eat. I just figured outside is the safest.”
Wilczynski said she tried to use her meal plan
at the newest dining hall, Dukes Dining, but had
a negative experience.
“The first time that I went there, it was horrible,”
Wilczynski said. “The amount of people that were
eating food with their masks off [were] literally
right next to the line less than a foot away.”
Neither Gerl, Middleton nor Wilczynski
attempted to visit the library. Gerl said he used
to love going to UREC, but he created his own
home gym this year to lower his risk of getting
COVID-19.
Gerl, Middleton and Wilczynski all said that
they have to limit the people they see as much
as possible and try to avoid social gatherings.
Gerl said that when his roommates have guests,
he wears his mask and usually stays in his own

room to avoid contact.
To avoid bringing germs home, Wilczynski
said she routinely sanitizes her belongings and
handwashes her mask. She does the same when
she brings home food, sanitizing all of the boxes
it comes in.
On the weekends, students might go grocery
shopping and head to the local Walmart without
a second thought. However, Middleton said she
chooses to go to a different Walmart to avoid
crowds.
Some students might still venture downtown
on the weekends to grab drinks with friends.
Gerl works as a bartender at Ruby’s Arcade, and
with the large influx of cases, Gerl now wears
two masks while he works to protect himself. He
said he dealt with a group of students one night
who were constantly trying to break the social
distancing policies and making fun of the rules.
“It seems like there is a lot of apathy and
there’s not much care,” Gerl said. “Yes, we have
rules, but that is so that you can do what you
want and we can still make some money and
help you to have a good time. But again, no one
really understands that.”
Despite her inability to go most places,
Wilczynski said there’s only so much JMU
can do since it’s under the jurisdiction of the
Virginia Commonwealth. It can enforce its
rules to the best of its ability, but beyond that,
the responsibility rests on individuals and their
respect for their peers.
“They really only have so much they can do up
until its people’s personal choices, and we are
all adults here,” Wilczynski said. “It’s anxietyinducing enough to be at college and already
have everything on your shoulders, but to
constantly have to take into account that there
is a possibility that I could get sick and that other
people’s actions would probably be the cause of
that, is hard to even think about constantly.”
Despite the frustration that can come with
rules or those who don’t follow them, Wilczynski
said that instead of getting angry, people should
contact JMU directly and try to get their issue
addressed. She said that she contacted the
Dean’s office about improper social distancing
at Dukes Dining and was assured changes would
be made within the week.
Gerl, Middleton and Wilczynski said they
don’t want to point fingers or blame anyone,
but they said they wish that the people around
them would be more accommodating. Although
other students may not have to take the same
precautions, they can still look out for their fellow
Dukes.
“Think about other people even though you
can’t understand it,” Middleton said. “Think
about what they are going through and the
extra precautions they might have to take
because some people aren’t doing their part.”
CONTACT Sarah Connor at connorse@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts
and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on
Instagram and Twitter @Breeze_Culture.

“

Wilczynski has chronic Costochondritis, a condition that leads to severe COVID-19 symptoms.

“It’s anxiety-inducing enough to be at college and
already have everything on your shoulders, but to
constantly have to take into account that there is a
possibility that I could get sick and that other people’s
actions would probably be the cause of that, is hard to
even think about constantly.”
Leah Wilczynski

Sophomore geographic sciences major

Gerl said he must take extra precautions having Type 1 diabetes. Photos by Matthew Young / The Breeze
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needhaal@dukes.jmu.edu. For more
on the culture, arts and lifestyle
of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture
desk on Twitter and Instagram @
Breeze_Culture.
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Adam’s has over 100,000 followers. Screen grab from TikTok

Kingdom],” Adams said. “I had no
idea, but apparently “Mamma Mia!”
is huge over there.”
Molly McPherson, Adams’ cousin
and close friend, said that Adams’
content is unique because of her
sincerity with her followers. While
some social media personas can be
exaggerated, McPherson insisted
that Adams’ personality is “100%
transparent” and authentic.
“Her videos look good and are
aesthetically appealing, but she
also is just honest,” McPherson said.
“What she puts out there is truly how
she is in person.”
Although Adams said her original
ca re er g oal was to b e co me a
music teacher, she said she’s been
considering alternative paths now
that the account is taking off. Much
like Donna Sheridan, Adams said
she wants to travel after college and
hopes that TikTok can help her do
that by expanding her account into
a business in the future.
“I’ve had some brands reach out
to me about promoting them and
working with them,” Adams said. “I
think it’d be so cool if I could have a
job where I could document [myself ]
traveling and just having fun.”
As Adams’ following continues to
grow, she said she enjoys having the
platform to encourage young girls
to be themselves and embrace who
they are.
She said she hopes to inspire her
followers much like Sheridan has
inspired her.
“As long as you’re happy, you’re
successful and you’re doing
something right — and it’s all going
to be OK,” Adams said. “[And] that’s
really Donna Sheridan’s whole thing.”

The Breeze

Adams is a verified user on TikTok. Photo Courtesy of Marissa Adams.

“W hat would Donna Sheridan
do?”
Sophomore vocal music education
major Marissa Adams said she often
asks herself this question when faced
with difficult situations or decisions.
“She would let herself feel and just
be in the moment,” Adams said. “But
also she would not let that distract
her from the fun of living life and
being the ‘Dancing Queen.’”
As a self-proclaimed “Mamma
Mia!” superfan, Adams said she
relates to the movie’s main character
portrayed by Meryl Streep. She said
Sheridan’s vibrant and free-spirited
personality serves as inspiration for
the life she wants to live.
Adams channels Sheridan in the
content she creates for her TikTok
account under the username @
marissatayloryea. Adams said she’s
had the account for a little over a year,
but followers only recently started
pouring in when she began posting
“Mamma Mia!” inspired content over
quarantine.
“The film is all about finding
yourself again and just having fun
with life and not caring what anybody
else thinks,” Adams said. “And it just
really spoke to me in quarantine.”
On the app, Adams posts outfits
inspired by the characters, recreates
scenes and occasionally sings covers
of ABBA songs featured on the
soundtrack. Amassing over 100,000
followers and 4.5 million likes, she’s
verified by TikTok.
According to a post on TikTok’s
newsroom website, verified badges
are given to creators whose accounts
are “authentic, unique, active, and …
adhere to our Community Guidelines
and Terms of Service.” Though her
content does reach a larger audience,
Adams said she’s still confused by
how she garnered the verification
with a relatively small number of
followers compared to those of other

verified creators.
“It usually has to be somewhere
in the millions, and even then, some
creators don’t have the check,” Adams
said. “Or you have to be a famous
person, which I am not, so I just think
maybe they have me confused with
somebody.”
She may not be famous, but Adams’
followers frequently mention her
resemblance to her favorite actress,
Lily James, who played young Donna
Sheridan in “Mamma Mia: Here We
Go Again!” Adams said although
she doesn’t always believe it, she’s
embraced the resemblance and said
she believes she’s gained many of her
followers because of it.
“I can really only see it sometimes
with certain angles and specific
lighting,” Adams said. “But I definitely
think that’s a lot of where it comes
from, for whatever reason.”
Adams said she even got to meet
James over quarantine through an
online program called Broadway
Weekends, where James coached
students on monologues through
a virtual conference. In a TikTok
describing the experience, Adams
called it “easily one of the best days
of my life.”
Amanda Aponte, a sophomore
vocal music education major and
friend of Adams, said she believes
Adams resonates with her followers
because she provides an escape for
users seeking more lighthearted
content.
“A lot of things on [social] media
these days can be very negative,”
Aponte said. “So I think it’s really
great that she tries to make everyone
feel loved and welcome.”
Through the app, Adams said she’s
been able to reach a global audience.
She said one of her favorite parts of
TikTok is being able to influence
people from all over the world and
make friends with people she never
would’ve met outside of the app.
“I think the majority of my
audience now is from the [United
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Sophomore models TikTok
account after ‘Mamma Mia!’ character
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‘What would
Donna do?’
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“A lot of times, I’ll just
sit there and I’ll take out,
like, all my charms and
everything I have and put
things together and just,
like, try and see what looks
good together. So, it’s a lot
of trial and error.”
Madi Marks
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Founder of Madi Made

Women’s Health Care
Focused on
You Care
Women’s
Health
Focused on You

Marks is a graduate student at Penn State University studying dietetics, and she said managing her studies and business has been challenging. Photos Courtesy of Madi Marks
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JMU alumna turns her
jewelry hobby into a business
By CAMRYN FINN
The Breeze

amount of time has passed, but she’s amazed
that the business has come this far.
“I feel like she just started yesterday, but
Madi Marks (’20) said she’s always loved now it’s been over a year that she’s done it,”
jewelry. One of the ways she explores that Zimmerman said. “It’s crazy that it was just,
passion is through online shopping.
like, something of a whim.”
Little did
Over the past
she know that
year, the business
a summer
has
grown
conversation
from Marks
with a friend
selling to her
online shopping
co-workers and
would spark
sorority sisters to
an idea for a
accepting orders
business she’d
and making her
still be running
own designs to
over a year later.
feature on her
“One
of
website. She said
my friends
creating designs
was like, ‘You
often comes with
could probably
experimentation
be making
w i t h mat e r i a l s
that instead
and trying new
of buying 45
Marks said she likes mixing mediums when creating jewelry.
necklaces
ideas.
a week’ or
She’ll often
whatever I was doing,” Marks said. “So, that sit and unspool her chain, trying different
was when I started researching it and figuring combinations of charms. She experiments
out what goes into it.”
and channels different themes by mixing
Following that conversation, Marks mediums including charms, beads, letters,
launched her jewelry business, Madi Made.
strings and even seaglass to make a diverse
The business has an Instagram page and
website where she sells custom jewelry and selection.
“A lot of times, I’ll just sit there and I’ll take
original designs.
Rachel Zimmerman (’20) is Marks’ friend, out, like, all my charms and everything I have
sorority sister, online shopping buddy and and put things together and just, like, try and
the person on the other end of that phone see what looks good together,” Marks said.
call. She said it seemed like such a small “So, it’s a lot of trial and error.”
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PIZZA, PASTA & SUBS
1059 South High Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

@breeze_culture
@Breeze_Culture

Marks offers custom and bulk orders, and creates pieces for specific organizations.

2 Baked
Dishes
with
Salad &
Garlic
Bread
$16.95
+tax

The Breeze

Monday - Wednesday

CONTACT Camryn Finn at finnce@dukes.jmu.
edu. For more on the culture, arts and lifestyle
of the JMU and Harrisonburg communities,
follow the culture desk on Instagram and
Twitter @Breeze_Culture.

$9.95 +tax
1 Large
Cheese
Pizza,
1 order of
Bread Sticks,
& a 2 Liter
Soda
$16.95 +tax

1 Large
1 Topping
Pizza,
1 order of
Buffalo
Wings, & a 2
Liter Soda
$20.95 +tax

Combo: Sub, Fries, &
Soft Drink $8.99 +tax

Thursday, September 10, 2020

I enjoy doing it,” Marks said. “So, taking time to
do it is important for self-care and keeping myself
sane with schoolwork.”
In addition to selling her jewelry online,
one of Marks’ goals is to work with charitable
organizations. In the past, she worked with the
philanthropy arm of her sorority Kappa Alpha
Theta and raised money for the Breonna Taylor
fund. She said that doing this work is important to
her as the past philanthropy chair of her sorority,
and she said she likes using her platform to give
back to worthy causes.
“I really loved that I had this platform to
do something bigger than just myself doing
something,” Marks said. “It was really cool to have
this to be able to reach more people beyond just
the people I know.”
While the future is unclear for Marks, one thing
is for sure: She’d like to continue making jewelry
no matter where she ends up.
“I hope I can always do it even though
I have a major that has nothing to do with
this at all,” Marks said. “I hope that even
when I have a career in something different,
I can still be doing this at the same time.”

breezejmu.org

One of the largest time frames of expansion
took place this summer when the pandemic
hit. Marks said that while it wasn’t the most
successful time in terms of sales, she was able to
spend much of her free time concentrating on her
business and her products.
“My mom always says over the summer, our
house turned into, like, a fulfillment station
because that was all I had to do,” Marks said. “I
think obviously I’ve taken a hit from [COVID-19]
because people aren’t spending as much money
as they used to, but I also think it’s been a really
great thing because it’s allowed me to actually
have time to work on it and focus on it.”
Kellyn Womeldurf, a senior graphic design
major at JMU, is Marks’ friend and was
encouraged by her to open an art business this
summer called @kellyn.arts on Instagram.
“It has definitely, definitely brought us closer,”
Womeldurf said. “It just gave us another level to
our friendship to bring us closer and work on
things together.”
In addition to learning about designing and
making jewelry, Marks also learned about time
management and scheduling. Now, a graduate
student at Penn State studying dietetics, she said
managing both her business and her education
hasn’t been easy.
“It’s definitely taught me time management
and taking care of myself is, like, one of the most
important things, because it is still my hobby and

BreezeVideo

Large 1 Topping Pizza

Marks shares Instagram posts through her website to showcase her jewelry. Photos Courtesy of Madi Marks
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Drew Dudzik was involved in all three of JMU's touchdowns against Virginia Tech in 2010. Breeze File Photo

Revisiting JMU football's famous upset over in-state rival Virginia Tech
By NOAH ZIEGLER & SAVANNAH REGER
The Breeze

Programs are defined by accolades. Some
come in the form of tangible hardware, but
others come in scores remembered by fans
for years.
JMU football is no stranger to both. It has
two FCS National Championships and five
CAA titles, but Dukes fans past and present
remember four numbers that gave them
bragging rights in the Commonwealth of
Virginia: 21-16.
On Sept. 11, 2010, former JMU head coach
Mickey Matthews led his team south on
Interstate 81 to try and defeat Virginia Tech
— a feat that had never been accomplished
in the Dukes’ history. The two teams had
faced each other six times before, with the
Hokies leading the series 6-0 by a combined
score of 245-44.
“I had already been with the Dukes four
times previously to play VT at Lane Stadium,
and it usually was pretty one-sided in favor
of VT,” Darren Drury, an IT specialist at JMU
who helps with football communications,
said. “We always expect to win, but the
previous games didn’t help with a confident
feeling.”
Virginia Tech had gone 10-3 and won the
Chick-fil-A Bowl over Tennessee in 2009 but
had stumbled Week 1 of the 2010 season
against then-No. 3 Boise State. On the other
hand, the Dukes were coming off a 48-7 win
over Morehead State and wanted to build off
winning four consecutive games to end the
previous season.

The line was Virginia Tech -31, according
to PredictEm.com. Despite entering the game
0-1, the Hokies had future NFL quarterback
Tyrod Taylor and were expected to bounce
back in commanding fashion against their instate rival from the Shenandoah Valley.
But Matthews, quarterback Drew Dudzik
and JMU fans entered Lane Stadium with the
hope to send shockwaves through the college
football world. However, the odds still weren’t
in their favor, and it was a great opportunity for
the then-No. 13 team in FBS to lift itself back to
a .500 record.
“I think fans on both sides knew what the
outcome of this game was going to be, or
at least what it was supposed to be,” Craig
Schilpp (’95) said. “Because of that, there was
really no tension. Everyone was just enjoying
themselves and getting ready to watch some
football. I had several Hokie fans come up
to me beforehand to wish us good luck. The
‘you’re gonna need it’ was implied.”
Virginia Tech kicked off its chance to
redeem itself at 1:34 p.m. The next 2 hours and
37 minutes would witness the biggest upset in
JMU history — and arguably the most famous,
too.
The Dukes’ first possession saw a little
offensive progression, but they were forced
to punt to the high-powered Hokie offense.
Virginia Tech responded with a 17-play, 94yard drive that took 8 minutes and 48 seconds
off the clock and ended with Taylor finding
tight end Jarrett Boykin for a 9-yard score. It
was a suffocating drive that felt like the home
team forced itself into the driver’s seat.
JMU’s offense struggled to begin the game

as it failed to string together long drives
while also being shut out for the first quarter.
A VT field goal midway through the second
made it 10-0, but it didn’t take long for magic
to strike for the Dukes.
With under five minutes left in the first half,
Dudzik found running back Jamal Sullivan
for a 77-yard touchdown, clawing JMU
back into the game at a crucial point. Tech
added another field goal before halftime,
but with the score at 13-7, the opportunity
for an upset was there for the taking. It was
up to the Dukes to orchestrate a second-half
performance that'd etch their names in JMU
history.
Virginia Tech made it a two-possession
game following another field goal on its first

JMU fans celebrate at Lane Stadium. Breeze File Photo

drive of the second half. Down 16-7, Dudzik
and the offense needed a spark to give them
any chance of winning. Halfway through
the third quarter, Dudzik took control of the
game and strung together two scoring drives
that would stun fans across the country.
“Drew played the best game of his career,”
Matthews said to The Breeze in 2010. “I liked
the way he handled the rain. And not turning
the ball over was probably the difference in
the game. It was the difference in the game.”
A grueling seven-minute drive ended with
Dudzik scampering into the end zone from
seven yards out to pull the Dukes within two.
Taylor threw an interception in JMU territory
during the Hokies’ next drive, giving JMU the
chance to take the lead.

“ ”
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In the closing minute when it looked like
we were going to win, the
coaches broke out in emotion and
celebration, as we all knew this was a
major moment for JMU football.

Darren Drury

IT Specialist for football communications

JMU players celebrate at Lane Stadium. Breeze File Photo

made several costly mistakes which helped.
But JMU played solid, error-free football and
got it done. They could have played that game
a hundred times, and Tech would have won
the other 99. I’m just glad this was the one.”
JMU would go on to finish the season 6-5
(3-5 CAA) while the Hokies went on to win
the ACC and earn a bid to the 2010 Orange
Bowl.
The game didn’t drastically alter either
program, but for the Dukes, it led to the
realization of what the program could
become. The famous 21-16 win showed
JMU can compete with any program — no
matter the size nor the amount of future NFL
prospects it had. Ten years from Sept. 11,
2010, the program has blossomed into one
of the most powerful in all of FCS — one that
routinely competes with FBS-level schools.
The chant “We beat Tech” is belted by JMU

fans at any opportunity. In College GameDay’s
two visits to Harrisonburg, the same words
were yelled in unison for nationwide viewers
of the show to hear. It’s a phrase that pokes fun
at its in-state rival, but it’s one that also signifies
how much the win meant to JMU.
The Dukes and Hokies will meet again
in 2025. Both programs could see massive
changes within the next five years, but until
the teams kick off in the rematch that fans have
wanted for years, Dukes faithful will enjoy
the phrase that opened the gate for in-state
bragging rights:
JMU beat Virginia Tech, 21-16, and they won’t
let you forget it.

@TheBreezeSports

was a major moment for JMU football.”
Taylor and Co. had two opportunities to
snatch victory away from the Dukes, but they
couldn’t get past a defense that was locked
in to finishing the job. The clock slowly but
surely dwindled down to all zeroes, and
with the score reading 21-16 in favor of JMU,
celebrations began for the visiting fans and
those watching from Harrisonburg and
beyond.
It was a mixture of shock, joy and raw
emotions. It was a win that gave JMU nation
the ability to talk to Hokie fans about a fateful
day in Blacksburg and remind them of one of
the major upsets in both programs’ histories.
“This was a game we weren’t supposed
to win,” Schilpp said. “Even at halftime with
the score still close, I kept thinking to myself,
‘Tech’s going to turn it on and light us up at
any moment.’ But it never happened. Tech

@thebreezesports

As nervous energy crept into the Hokie
faithful as the game carried into the fourth
quarter, it became clear that the Virginia
Tech offense was stalling. It’d be up to the
Hokies’ stout defense to avoid being the
latest victim of an FCS upset.
Dudzik and Sullivan took turns running
the ball during an eight-play, 62-yard drive
that was completed by Dudzik finding the
end zone with his feet once again. Leading
for the first time in the game, JMU found
itself minutes away from doing what was
thought to be impossible.
“One of our coaches in the booth was a
former player for VT, so this game had even
more intensity for him as he coached the
Dukes to defeat his former team,” Drury said.
“In the closing minute when it looked like we
were going to win, the coaches broke out in
emotion and celebration, as we all knew this

CONTACT Noah Ziegler and Savannah Reger
at breezesports@gmail.com. For more football
coverage, follow the sports desk on Twitter
@TheBreezeSports.
The Breeze

GLENs Fair
Price store

BreezeVideo

The Best halloween
store in town
227 N. Main St.
Downtown Harrisonburg, VA 22802

breezejmu.org

540-434-8272
Mon-Fri: 11a-6p | Sat: 11a-5p

To rent or buy

Everything you need for
Halloween and much more!
glensfairprice.net

9/30/20

Thursday, September 10, 2020

Over 2,000 costumes
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Livin’ on the
greenes
JMU golf’s offseason
and what’s next to come
By ANDREW OLIVEROS
The Breeze

JMU men’s and women’s golf
tournaments might be suspended for
the fall season because of COVID-19,
but that didn’t stop these Dukes from
improving their game in the offseason
and in their practices now.
Redshirt sophomore Kate Owens
continued on as normal with her practice
on the greens during the offseason with
the necessary precautions followed as
she prepared for the hopeful fall season.
During the offseason, Owens said she
played in four tournaments, saw her
swing coach and practiced at her home
course in Georgia just about every day.
“I had all of April, May, June, July to
work with my team at home and get
better in certain aspects that I knew
I needed to get better,” Owens said.
“Honestly, over the summer I had some
not great rounds, but I also had probably
my lowest round consistently that I’ve
had, ever.”
Owens said that golf is a great sport to
play in a pandemic.
“[It was] probably the only time in
my life there wasn’t any distractions
and really all there was to do was golf,”
Owens said. “I’m lucky enough to play
a sport that basically embodies social
distancing naturally.”
Over the offseason, her first tournament
was at the Georgia Women’s Open in
June. Owens experienced precautions
because of the pandemic that she hadn’t
before, including a rule that players
couldn’t touch the flagstick in the hole,
while pre-COVID-19 that was standard.
After that tournament, she said she
could ask for the flagstick to be removed
from the hole, but the flagstick would
need to be sprayed with a disinfectant
by a designated person.
“I don’t mind putting with the flagstick
in when it’s far away, but when I can
see the flagstick out of my peripheral
vision ... probably inside 12 feet, it really
bothers me,” Owens said.
Now, Owens said she’s practicing
on the greens with her teammates 20
hours a week, lifting twice a week at 6:45

a.m. and participating in an in-team
golf competition called “The Top Dog
Challenge.” Owens and her teammates
are now preparing to make a run at
the conference championship for the
upcoming spring season.
“It’s a really, like, great time to focus
on what we can get better at and just
focusing on controlling what we can,
to ultimately get to that conference
championship that we’ve all been
dreaming about [and] that we missed
out in the spring,” Owens said.
A new addition to the Dukes Women’s
Golf team is freshman Amelia Williams.
She said that playing golf in the offseason
during COVID-19 wasn’t “huge” but
rather “minor.”
“There [weren’t] many huge impacts
on tournaments because golf is an easy
social distanced sport,” Williams said.
Williams played in a few tournaments
during the offseason, and a few
restrictions were enforced at these
tournaments. She said there was limited
space on the range and practice greens,
and with sanitary precautions, the
rakes for sand bunkers weren’t allowed
to be touched. She had to have her
temperature taken before any of her
tournaments, too.
“They had limited spaces on the range
where you practice, so not everyone
was on top of each other,” Williams said.
“Practice greens are kind of small, so
they [had a limited number] of people
that could be on the greens at a time.”
Williams is from Florida, so she’s
used to playing on bermuda grass. In
Virginia, she’s playing on bent grass, a
type of green she’s not used to.
“I’m struggling with my chipping, but
I go out to the short game area with the
team and we work on our chipping,”
Williams said.
Redshirt senior Walker Cress continued
to put in the work on his golf game
during the offseason in preparation for
the fall season.
“It does stink a little bit,” Cress said
about not being able to play in the fall.
“The only thing is we’re not traveling,
which is the tough part to follow.”
He said that from when he left school

Redshirt sophomore Kate Owens watches her shot through. Photo Courtesy of JMU Athletics

Redshirt senior Walker Cress looks after he makes his shot. Photo Courtesy of JMU Athletics

last semester all the way to when school
started this semester, he didn’t play golf
for 15 days total.
“I was fortunate enough ... [that] all the
golf courses in ... the Charlotte greater
area for the most part remained open,”
Cress said.
Cress said, like Owens, he wasn’t
allowed to touch the flagstick during his
tournaments in the offseason because
of COVID-19 precautions.
“If you touch the flag they give you a
warning, but after the second time it was
an automatic disqualification,” Cress
said. “They took things really seriously.”
Cress said that the men’s team was
inner-team tournaments at practice and
that he’s pretty excited to compete.
“Our coach has a great system for us
with, like, point systems with incentives

for us to play well,” Cress said. “He came

up with this idea of poker chips. The
winner will get a poker chip, and by
a certain date, whoever has the most
poker chips gets a workout miss.”
The men’s golf team is working on
their short game and putting, Cress
said.
“As long as we keep that competitive
edge every single day,” Cress said. “I
think we’ll be fine.”
J M U m e n ’s a n d w o m e n ’s
golf look to prepare for their next
o p p o r t u n i t y t o p l ay c o m p e t i t i v e
golf with other college programs.
CONTACT Andrew Oliveros at oliverab@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more sports coverage,
follow the sports desk on Twitter @
TheBreezeSports.
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Beyond the Game
By MADISON HRICIK
The Breeze
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CONTACT Madison Hricik at hricikmn@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage, follow the.
sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports
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“We always make sure that if the
freshmen do need anything they are
always welcome to talk to us,” Nelson
said. “We use FaceTime, Zoom or
anything we can think of within putting
anyone in danger to make sure they
are doing okay and let them know they
have options to talk to us.”

With practices currently on hold, the
athletes are now relying on practicing
on their own. Coaches are able to
send information about keeping active
through workouts similarly to how
they communicated with athletes
during quarantine and over spring and
summer breaks. With teams holding
out hope that there’ll be a spring
season, athletes are doing what they
can to stay motivated and in shape.
“The hardest part is definitely the
uncertainty about if there will be a
season or not,” Steinbrecher said. “But
we’re really lucky our group is super
motivated to play volleyball. So it’s
one thing I never have to worry about
because they would do anything to
play.”
Freshmen have spoken about the
difficulty of readjusting to a new
life even after they’ve been told
they’ll remain on campus. Many are
quarantining and isolating to help stop
the spread and prevent exposure while
also having the hardship of leaving new
friends made in residence halls and
classes.
It’s a collaborative effort from everyone
to help check in on student athletes
in whatever ways possible. Without
the ability to talk to nonathletes,
coaches are becoming creative with
ways to build chemistry even with the
difficulties COVID-19 has presented
them with.
“At JMU, I’ve had the ability to not
only build my mental health but also
maintain it,” freshman field hockey
forward Brooke Wilson said. “I was able
to ease into a new environment with
the help of the coaches by providing
peer assistance and doing a lot of
team Zoom calls and being vulnerable
during those calls.”
September is still mental health
awareness month, and despite the
pandemic, the student athletes are
maintaining a strong mental health to
keep themselves motivated while facing
busy schedules. There’s no certainty of
what winter and spring will hold even
with the lack of announcements from
the NCAA. However, to persevere when
there’s nothing available and the only
option is to wait for news takes mental
strength through care and connection.
“I think our emotions really changed to
just being resilient and facing it head-on,”
Nelson said. “We know that everything
happens for a reason and they’re doing
this for our best interest. It’s not something
that was to hurt us but rather push us to
be better as a group.”

@TheBreezeSports

The COVID-19 pandemic has changed
everyone’s lives in one way or another,
but student athletes have faced their own
challenges. They pour their hearts into
their sport but are unable to play this
season following the NCAA’s decision
to suspend all fall sports. This difficult
decision hurts the student athletes on
multiple levels, particularly mentally.
College can be considered the best
four years of young adulthood with its
extra curriculars, academics, personal
freedom and devoted sports following.
At JMU, sports are a passionate topic
for fans, students and faculty. The
student athletes welcomed to a team
immediately join a family that they
grow close to over the years and have
a school that supports them with every
win and loss.
Many student athletes rarely have
the chance to travel or play for a
full crowd in high school prior
to coming to college, making
the
experience
completely
different when they come to JMU.
Incoming freshman athletes look
forward to this new experience,
but now the excitement’s been
put on a pause that leaves all
teams disappointed.
JMU volleyball’s head coach
Lauren Steinbrecher has been
actively working alongside her
team to have conversations about
the importance of maintaining
mental health. She’s been
communicating
specifically
with the freshmen on the
team and trying to
build an early
connection
with them
prior
to
having
an actual
season.
The
team’s
now faced
with
the
hardship
of
practicing with no sign of upcoming
competition
ahead.
However,
individual students and entire teams
are still making an effort to do the best
they can to keep their skills as sharp as
possible.
“I think that the first initial reaction
was just sadness,” redshirt junior
field hockey goalie Caitlin Nelson
said. “We all of a sudden don’t get the
opportunity to experience everything
the university has to offer, including
classes and games.”

Nelson would’ve begun her second
season as a member of the field hockey
team after transferring and redshirting
following her freshman year. The NCAA
has allowed for athletes to receive
an extra year of eligibility despite the
plans to attempt having fall sports play
in the spring alongside regular spring
seasonal play.
Team chemistry is more important
than in previous years. Upperclassmen
are forced to make different decisions
about how to help foster team bonding.
Many students have previously
interacted with other students, both
athletes and nonathletes. The lack
of a season puts the seniors under
higher stress. Not only are they helping
freshman teammates adjust to a new
life, but they’re also dealing with the
potential loss of their final collegiate
season.
“I definitely use my teammates as
resources,” Nelson said. “I try to let them
know what’s going on with me mentally.
I definitely turn to my teammates who
have my back to let them know and
have that open conversation and know
that they are going to hear me.”
JMU made the decision to pause all
fall sports from practicing — with the
exception of both basketball teams
and women’s golf — for a minimum
of two weeks. Days prior to this
announcement, the university also
made the decision to hold all online
classes through Oct. 5 and send oncampus students home during that
time frame as well.
Athletic Director Jeff Bourne made
the announcement that fall student
athletes are exempt from the order to
leave campus to continue practices
once they’re tested to be negative.
However, both decisions made in a
short period of time may be extremely
stressful for the athletes.
“This past week we were lucky enough
to have practices, so it was great to see
them then,” Steinbrecher said. “We
always have an open-door policy as
well; we had a Zoom call with our
freshmen following the announcement
to check in and let them ask questions.”
Teams have relied more on continued
use of Zoom to stay connected. Sources
such as JMU Athletics’ Director of Sport
Psychology Dr. Robert Harmison is an
active help for the Dukes, providing
counseling and other services to
students during this time.
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Athletes address their
mental health
during the pandemic
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MADISON
MARKETPLACE
Madison Marketplace is open for business, and all text-only

listings are FREE! Post job listings, announcements, rentals
and more using our online placement tool. Ads run two weeks
online and in two print editions.

JOBS
Tutor Needed
Education major preferred to
work with typical 5th grade
student. 5-10 hours a week to
support her educational needs.
Times are flexible. Please call
or text (540)480-0031.
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Solution to
Wednesday’s puzzle

Solution to Last Week’s puzzle

9/6/20
Complete the

Post your ad at
BreezeJMU.org/classifieds

Solution to This Week’s puzzle

Thursday, September 3, 2020

Complete the grid so
each row, column
and 3-by-3 box
(in bold borders)
contains every digit,
1 to 9. For strategies
on how to solve
Sudoku, please visit
sudoku.org.uk

FOR RELEASE
SEPTEMBER 6, 2020

3

2

breezejmu.org

2

Appliance Repair
Home Appliance Repair services anywhere
near Harrisonburg and JMU. 540 208 5476
or visit www.appliancerepairharrisonburg.
com for more info.

BreezeVideo

Level 1

SERVICES
The Breeze

Level

Apply at JMU Job Link
https://joblink.jmu.edu/postings/6587

LOGO DOMESTIC
VERTICAL SUNDAY

Teacher
Looking for someone, preferably
majoring in early childhood
education who would be willing
to come to our home to assist
with virtual learning for a 2nd/
5th grade child. This would be
part-time (2 days/week, 3-4 hrs/
day, or could possibly be 4 days/week).
If interested please call
540-421-0560.
Start around 9/15.

The Breeze, JMU’s award-winning student
media organization, seeks a student
graphic designer for print and online
advertising. Job requirements include
creating ads for clients, collaboration
with Advertising Coordinator, page
layout and design. Must be deadline
oriented. Knowledge of Adobe software
and previous design experience. EOE.

@TheBreezeJMU

Check your answers at BreezeJMU.org

Drivers Wanted
Come join the team delivering the
best pizza in town! Chanello’s Pizza
has been serving JMU since 1998.
Drivers should be 18yo with reliable
car, insurance and clean driving record.
You will take cash home every night
plus receive a paycheck every two
weeks. Earning at least $100 a night is
common while averaging $14-$20/hr.
MUST be available late nights (2 a.m.
daily, 3:30 a.m. Fri/Sat) and required
to work at least one weekend night per
week. Apply to chanellospizzajmu@
gmail.com.

@breezejmu

Program Support Specialist Needed
The City of Harrisonburg is seeking
applications for a full-time, benefitseligible Program Support Specialist
position within the Department of
Public Transportation. To find out more
and apply online, visit: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

Graphic
Designer
Wanted

ONE FRIENDLY CITY
Many different communities
together, let’s all do our part to protect
the health & wellness of Harrisonburg

Help us keep
harrisonburg open!
• wAsh your hands often
• Wear a mask in public
• stay home when sick
• practice distancing

